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One of the 20th century's most original artists, Frida Kahlo often incorporated themes from Mexican

folk art while bluntly recording on canvas many of her personal passions. Details from four of the

artist's extraordinary paintings have been adapted for this ready-to-wear tattoo collection: the

provocative Self-Portrait with Monkey, The Little Deer, Diego and I, and Self-Portrait with Thorn

Necklace. Sure to be prized by tattoo enthusiasts, these large, haunting images will also appeal to

lovers of fine art and admirers of this important artist.
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Best known for her striking self-portraits, Frida Kahlo (1907â€“54) ranks among Mexico's most

prominent artists. Her surrealistic paintings abound in symbolism, drawing upon her native country's

folk traditions and reflecting her own turbulent existence. "I never paint dreams or nightmares," she

asserted, "I paint my own reality."Â With the Neomexicanismo movement of the 1980s, which

celebrated the values of contemporary Mexican culture, Kahlo's work began receiving wider

recognition. International exhibitions of her paintings followed, exciting an ongoing interest in her

passionate life, which has inspired biographies, an acclaimed film, and an opera.



They're Frida Kahlo tattoos; take my money.For two dollars they're great tattoos. They're not high

quality like Flash Tattoos, but again, they're Frida Kahlo tattoos.

We are big --huge-- fans of Frida Kahlo and her artwork so we were pretty psyched when we found

these temporary tattoos. They are great fun and will shock your friends when they think your Kahlo

obsession has finally gone overboard!FYI, there are only four tatoos included, but for the price it is

well worth it. The tattoos are cut into a nice shape for placing on the body; they are not simply

rectangular shapes of Kahlo's paintings.Here is a part of the note included with the tattoos:"This

collection of four colorful tattoos are details from self-portraits painted by Surrealist artist Frida

Kahlo.... These striking tattoos are waterproof and can be easily applied or removed by following the

instructions on the inside back cover. These masterpieces are identified by number: (1) The Little

Deer (detail); (2) Self-Portrait with Monkeys (detail); (3) Diego and I (detail); (4) Self-Portrait with

Collar of Thorns (detail)."These tattoos are beautiful. The colors are vibrant and they stay on for a

long time without fading or peeling away. Ours actually took 4 days to start coming off, and if you

want to take it off sooner you do have to remove them with baby oil or rubbing alcohol. We suggest

buying several and sharing with your friends, or stocking up for when you need a little extra Frida in

your life!Recommended to: Frida Kahlo lovers, those thinking of getting a Frida tattoo.Also

recommended to to anyone who likes scrapbooking or crafts like paper arts, shadow boxes or

shrines (a la [...]). These are good quality and would make a nice addition to any paper craft.

They don't last long but WOW they are pretty.

Frida Kahlo is AMAZING and I can't imagine anything better than having her AMAZING artwork

adorn my skin temporarily. Actually, this is for a friend, so her artwork won't adorn my skin, but still,

this is a great product

I am too scared to get a real tattoo, but I adore Frida Kahlo so I am thrilled with these. It's a way for

me to express myself without a permanent commitment.

Love these so much!! If I ever need to get my order up to $35 for free shipping on  and have a few

bucks left to reach it, I'll put in a few temporary tattoos by this company (Dover) My favorite are

these and the bugs. The detail is amazing, and what I appreciate the most is how thought out the

actually booklet itself is. It contains names of the paintings as well as a historical bio of frida kahlo.



There are four tattoos but they are big and full of detail so it's well worth the price to me. Frida's art

is very striking and some of these are tattoos I'd seriously consider getting permanently ! Aside that,

these make a great gift to any art lover, or even to a little one whom you want to share mexican

culture with in a fun way. There's something special about giving a child temporary tattoos of a deer

with a human head bleeding from being shot by arrows multiple times.

These are great. Lasted almost a week before coming off. Got lots of compliments too.

These tattoos lasted me about 2 hours each. They started peeling almost immediately, and flaked

off.
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